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ABSTRACT
We present a survey of CO(3–2) molecular line emission in the circumnuclear region of M31
with the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT), aiming to explore the physical conditions
of the molecular gas. Significant CO(3–2) lines are detected primarily along the so-called
nuclear spiral, out to a projected galactocentric radius of 700 pc at a linear resolution of
∼50 pc. We find that the velocity field of the molecular gas is in rough agreement with that of
the ionized gas previously determined from optical observations. Utilizing existed CO(2–1)
and CO(1–0) measurements in selected regions of the nuclear spiral, we derive characteristic
intensity ratios of CO(3–2)/CO(2–1) and CO(3–2)/CO(1–0), which are both close to unity and
are significantly higher than the typical intensity ratios in the disc. Such line ratios suggest
high kinetic temperatures of the gas, which might be due to strong interstellar shocks prevalent
in the circumnuclear region.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Galactic circumnuclear environments, in which the multiphase
interstellar medium (ISM) and various stellar populations are
coupled under the influence of a supermassive black hole (SMBH),
are the mecca for a wide array of astrophysical processes. Thanks
to its proximity (D ≈ 780 kpc, corresponding to 1 arcsec = 3.8 pc;
Vilardell, Ribas & Jordi 2006), low line-of-sight extinction (AV � 1;
Dong et al. 2016), and appropriate inclination (∼77◦), M31 provides
an important and perhaps unique perspective for studying a galactic
circumnuclear environment (see Li, Wang & Wakker 2009, for a
recent observational overview). Central to this environment is the
so-called nuclear spiral, which manifests itself in optical emission
lines with a remarkable filamentary morphology across the central
kpc of M31 (e.g. Jacoby, Ford & Ciardullo 1985; Fig. 1). The nuclear
spiral is also revealed in infrared emission (Li et al. 2009) and
optical extinction against the bulge starlight (Melchior et al. 2000;
Dong et al. 2016), indicating that it is composed of neutral, dusty
clouds/steamers with ionized outer layers. The ionization/excitation
mechanism for the nuclear spiral, however, remains a long-standing
puzzle, given the lack of circumnuclear massive stars and the
extremely quiescent SMBH (Li et al. 2011). That the stellar disc
of M31 is probably barred (Athanassoula & Beaton 2006) offers a
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plausible formation mechanism for the nuclear spiral. By modelling
the bar-driven gas dynamics, Stark & Binney (1994) obtained
a reasonable fit to the position–velocity diagram jointly derived
from the ionized gas in the nuclear spiral and the neutral gas in
the outer disc. A possible recent head-on collision between M31
and a satellite galaxy (Block et al. 2006) may have produced an
inward density wave that further modified both the morphology and
kinematics of the nuclear spiral. These ideas, however, remain to
be confronted with direct observations of the circumnuclear neutral
gas, which dominates the mass budget of the nuclear spiral (Li et al.
2009) and could be a more suitable tracer of the kinematics of the
latter.

Despite the anticipated gas supply from the outer disc, attempts to
directly detecting the circumnuclear neutral gas in M31 have led to
only limited success. To date, there is no unambiguous detection of
circumnuclear atomic hydrogen reported. An upper limit of 106 M�
was placed on the H I mass in the central 500 pc (Brinks 1984). A
recent survey by Braun et al. (2009) revealed H I emission in the
central few arcminutes of M31, but much of this emission could
arise from the outer warped H I disc seen in projection. Similarly,
surveys of molecular gas (e.g. Loinard et al. 1999), including the
IRAM 30-m CO(1–0) survey (Nieten et al. 2006) with moderate
sensitivity (rms of ∼0.3 K km s−1), did not yield detection in the
central region. The first detection of circumnuclear CO emission
was reported by Melchior et al. (2000), based on IRAM 30-m
observations pointed toward a prominent dusty cloud complex at
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Figure 1. Contours of the integrated intensities of CO(3–2) (white; this work) and CO(1–0) (black; Nieten et al. 2006) overlaid on the dust mass map (Groves
et al. 2012) of the circumnuclear region of M31. The contour levels are 0.07, 0.35, and 1.75 K km s−1 for CO(3–2), and 0.9, 1.2, and 3.0 K km s−1 for CO(1–0),
respectively. Both the CO and dust morphologies trace the nuclear spiral. The centre of M31 is marked with a white cross. The large red circle roughly outlines
the field of view of the CO(3–2) observations, while the large red square indicates the central 2 × 2 arcmin2 region of highest sensitivities, referred to as the
M31-C field, which encloses the region observed in CO(2–1) by Melchior & Combes (2013), referred to as the M31-1a field (shown by the black square). The
small red square at the south-east corner, partially covering a major filament of the nuclear spiral, is referred to as the M31-SE field. The two small circles
labelled with M31A and M31D indicate the positions with CO(1–0) and CO(2–1) observations by Melchior & Combes (2011).

a projected galactocentric radius of ∼1.3 arcmin (�300 pc from
the nucleus). At a few positions closer to the nucleus, significant
CO(2–1) emission was detected in deep IRAM 30-m observations
(Melchior & Combes 2011, hereafter MC11; Melchior & Combes
2016). Melchior & Combes (2013, hereafter MC13) presented
IRAM 30-m CO(2–1) observations covering the southern (and
fainter) portion of the inner nuclear spiral, which yielded the first
detection of molecular gas within the central 30 arcsec. More
recently, Melchior & Combes (2017) presented Plateau de Bure
Interferometer (PdBI) CO(1–0) observations covering the central
100 arcsec under high resolutions, which allowed them to detect of
a molecular cloud at only 2.4 arcsec from the nucleus.

In this work, we present the first survey of CO(3–2) emission
lines in the central few hundred parsecs of M31, based on sensitive
James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) observations unbiasedly
covering regions on and off the nuclear spiral. It is expected that
CO(3–2) emission is sufficiently strong here, due to the prevalence
of interstellar shocks and intense radiation field in the circumnuclear
region, which would keep the molecular gas warm. The strength of
CO(3–2) relative to CO(2–1) and CO(1–0) is a robust diagnostic of
the gas kinetic temperature, which in turn can be a good indicator
of the physical conditions in the circumnuclear region. We describe
the JCMT observations and data reduction procedure in Section 2.
Results of the CO(3–2) survey are presented in Section 3, along with

a detailed comparison with existing measurements of CO(2–1) and
CO(1–0). We summarize our findings and discuss the implications
on the gas properties in Section 4.

2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N

We carried out the CO(3–2) observations with JCMT, taking advan-
tage of the fast scanning capability of its Heterodyne Array Receiver
Program (HARP, with a 4 × 4 receptors array; Buckle, Hills & Smith
2009). A total integration of 25.5 h was accomplished between
October and December 2016, all in band 2 weather. We used
the position-switch basket weave mode to map the circumnuclear
region of M31, centred at 00h:42m:44.s35, +41◦:16′:08.′′6 (J2000).
A clean background region centred at 00h:44m:44.s5, +41◦:05′:25.′′0
was chosen. This technique minimizes the effect of sky and
system uncertainties. The basket weave raster map was obtained
by scanning the required field horizontally and perpendicularly
with the 14 working receptors (receptors H13 and H14 were not
operational) of HARP arranged in an obliquely way, moving 1/4
array (i.e. 7.3 arcsec) for each step, with a separation of ∼30 arcsec,
thus achieving the Nyquist sampling. By design, the raster mode
resulted in the lowest rms noise for the inner 2 × 2 arcmin2

(∼450 × 450 pc2) full Nyquist sampling region, but also covers
an undersampling outer region out to a projected galactocentric
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Table 1. Observation log.

Obs. date Timea Subscanb
Central frequency

(MHz)

2016-10-27 285 16 346 142.025
2016-11-02 111 6 346 142.025
2016-11-05 72 5 (3) 346 142.025
2016-11-06 174 10 346 142.025
2016-11-13 135 9 (1) 346 176.629
2016-11-16 291 17 346 176.629
2016-11-18 75 4 346 176.629
2016-11-25 72 4 346 176.629
2016-11-26 36 2 (2) 346 176.629
2016-12-17 36 2 (2) 346 176.629
2016-12-25 255 15 (15) 346 176.629

Notes. aIntegration time in units of minutes.
bNumber of subscans. Each subscan has an integration time of 17.8 min.
The number of abandoned subscans is given in the parenthesis.

radius of ∼3 arcmin (Fig. 1). All observations had a bandwidth of
1000 MHz with respect to the central frequency of ∼346.16 GHz,
and a spectral resolution of 0.488 MHz, equivalent to 0.423 km s−1.
A log of the observations is given in Table 1.

The data were processed with GILDAS1 (Pety 2005). It turned
out that the observations taken on 2016 December 17 and 2016
December 25 suffered from wiggle baselines, which might be
caused by an instrumental effect, hence this portion of the data
was abandoned to avoid systematic problems. We also removed
a few other questionable subscans to ensure the data quality,
and the overall integration time was reduced by 22 per cent, i.e.
19.3 h remaining. We then used a custom script (Zhang et al.,
in preparation), originally written for MALATANG, a JCMT Large
Program (Tan et al. 2018), to qualify the spectra, using the ratio
of theoretical rms to measured rms and the Allan variance. For
each selected high-quality spectrum, we fitted and subtracted a
linear baseline excluding the velocity range of −150 to 250 km s−1

(expected to be occupied by emission lines from M31, see below),
corrected for the main beam efficiency of 0.64, and smoothed
them to a velocity resolution of 13.5 km s−1 for further analysis.
For a small fraction (∼10 per cent) of the spectra, a second-order
polynomial was employed to characterize the baseline. We produced
a position–position–velocity data cube using these spectra, with a
spatial resolution of 15 arcsec, which is approximately the beam
size at 346 GHz. Since the integration time varies across the map,
the baseline rms varies accordingly, with a typical value of ∼3.0 mK
(in 13.5 km s−1 channels) near the field centre, gradually increasing
to ∼20 mK in the outer region (see Fig. A1 in Appendix A).

Gaussian profiles have been applied to fit tentative CO(3–2)
emission lines in the gridded spectra, deriving the line intensity
(ICO), centroid velocity (V0), full width at half-maximum (FWHM)
of the line (VFWHM), and peak temperature (Tpeak). We focused on
the velocity range of −400 to 350 km s−1, after correcting for
M31’s systemic velocity of −300 km s−1 (van den Bergh 1969).
We blindly searched for emission lines across this velocity range
with a single Gaussian, moving the line centre by one channel
at each step. Only lines with ICO greater than 3σ were accepted,
where σ represents the measurement error in ICO from the Gaussian
fitting. In few cases, two significant lines appear in the spectra, for
which we employed double Gaussians to achieve a better fit. We

1Continuum and Line Analysis Single-dish Software, http://www.iram.fr/
IRAMFR/GILDAS.

Figure 2. The line-of-sight velocity map (the first-moment map) overlaid
by the CO(3–2) integrated intensity contours as shown in Fig. 1. The solid
and dashed lines denote the major axis and minor axis of M31, respectively.
The field of view is roughly outlined by the red circle, same as shown in
Fig. 1. The velocities have been corrected for M31’s systemic velocity.

then produced the integrated intensity map (zero-moment map) and
intensity-weighted line-of-sight velocity map (first-moment map),
following the method of Wilson et al. (2012), which takes into
account the varied rms level across the field of view. Briefly, we
divided the data cube by the rms map (Fig. A1) to produce a
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) cube, from which pixels with S/N greater
than two times the local rms over the velocity range of −150 to
250 km s−1 are identified. This velocity range was determined by
stacking all gridded spectra and inspecting the width of the resultant
broad line. We note that this range is consistent with the H I rotation
curve (Chemin, Carignan & Foster 2009), although essentially little
H I emission is from the circumnuclear region.

We have acquired several ancillary data sets to assist our study:
(i) the IRAM 30-m CO(1–0) survey by Nieten et al. (2006) with a
spatial resolution of 23 arcsec and a typical baseline rms of 10 mK
in 13 km s−1 channels in the circumnuclear region; (ii) the IRAM
30-m CO(2–1) data from MC13, which covers the southern portion
of the inner nuclear spiral, with a spatial resolution of 12 arcsec
and a baseline rms of 3.9 mK in 13 km s−1 channels; and (iii) the
dust mass map from Groves et al. (2012), which was determined
by a modified blackbody fit to the Herschel Photodetector Array
Camera and Spectrometer (PACS) 100, 160 μm and Spectral and
Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE) 250 μm images with a
common beam size of 18.2 arcsec. This map is sensitive to a surface
dust mass density of ∼0.04 M� pc−2.

3 R ESULTS

3.1 Morphology and global kinematics

In Fig. 1, we compare the morphologies of the circumnuclear
molecular gas and dust, by overlaying the CO(3–2) and CO(1–
0) integrated intensity contours on the dust mass map, the latter
being a good tracer of the nuclear spiral. We have convolved the
maps of CO(3–2) and dust to match the poorer resolution of CO(1–
0) and regridded them to 4 arcsec pixel−1 (same as that of the
CO(1–0) map). Because of its intrinsic dimness, the CO emission
appears patchy as compared to the dust distribution. Nevertheless,
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Molecular gas in the M31 centre 967

Figure 3. The CO(3–2) spectra (black histogram) of the central 120 × 120 arcsec2 region (M31-C) with a grid size of 15 arcsec (same as the beam size) and
a velocity resolution of 13.5 km s−1. The coordinate origin is at the M31 centre. The blue curves are the fitted model with a Gaussian line plus the horizontal
baseline. For positions c-14 and c-19, double lines are evident and are thus fitted with two Gaussians, shown as blue dotted curves.

the distribution of CO(3–2) clearly follows the nuclear spiral. This
is most clearly seen along a filament in the central 2 × 2 arcmin2

region. Hereafter we refer to this field as M31-C, which encloses
the M31-1a field (the 1 × 1 arcmin2 black square in Fig. 1) observed
in CO(2–1) by MC13. Significant CO(3–2) emission is also evident
along an outer filament2 located at the south-east corner of our
field of view. Although the rms noise in this region (hereafter
referred to as the M31-SE field) is substantially higher than in
M31-C, the reality of the detected CO(3–2) signals is validated by
the presence of spatially coincident dust and CO(1–0) emission.
Spatially coincident dust and CO(1–0) emission are also seen at
the north-west corner of Fig. 1, however, this region is beyond the
CO(3–2) field of view and will not be further discussed.

2To our knowledge, there exists no specific nomenclature to this filament,
which is among the most prominent portion of the nuclear spiral and is part
of an off-centre ring structure identified by Block et al. (2006).

Except for a few clumps of moderate significance, little CO(3–2)
emission can be seen in the western portion of our field of view,
where the nuclear spiral is also known to be faint in dust emission.
We further mark in Fig. 1 two positions, M31A and M31D, that have
been studied with deep pointed CO(1–0) and CO(2–1) observations
by MC11 and also exhibit significant dust emission and extinction in
the optical (Melchior et al. 2000; Dong et al. 2016). Weak CO(3–2)
signals are detected at these two positions (see below).

Fig. 2 displays the map of the line-of-sight velocity overlaid
with the CO(3–2) integrated intensity contours. The velocity field
revealed here is in broad agreement with that traced by the optical
emission lines presented in Opitsch et al. (2018, fig. 12 therein), i.e.
redshifted on the eastern side with respect to the minor axis of M31,
consistent with an overall clockwise rotation pattern when viewed
from the north pole of the M31 disc. This indicates that the bulk
of the molecular gas is kinetically coupled with the ionized gas,
which is consistent with the physical picture that the ionized gas is
primarily the surface layer of the molecular clouds (Li et al. 2009).
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Table 2. Characteristics of CO(3–2) lines in the M31-C field.

Grida ICO(3−2)
b V0

c VFWHM
d Tpeak rms

(K km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (mK) (mK)

c-1 1.47 ± 0.30 71.1 ± 11.9 107.7 ± 23.0 12.8 5.5
c-5 0.42 ± 0.13 − 100.1 ± 10.5 61.7 ± 19.7 6.4 3.0
c-6 0.37 ± 0.10 − 74.2 ± 7.8 45.1 ± 9.8 7.8 3.5
c-8 0.52 ± 0.17 − 83.6 ± 7.7 43.5 ± 16.2 11.2 4.6
c-14 0.89 ± 0.17 − 18.0 ± 8.6 91.4 ± 19.5 9.2 3.3
c-14 0.48 ± 0.13 198.1 ± 9.3 62.0 ± 13.8 7.3 3.3
c-17 0.69 ± 0.13 110.8 ± 6.2 59.0 ± 10.6 11.0 3.5
c-18 0.70 ± 0.22 117.0 ± 12.0 84.4 ± 36.1 7.7 4.0
c-19 0.19 ± 0.06 42.4 ± 2.4 13.5 ± 392.8 13.3 3.0
c-19 0.37 ± 0.12 108.6 ± 7.0 47.0 ± 17.2 7.4 3.0
c-20 0.79 ± 0.11 65.3 ± 3.6 46.4 ± 6.7 16.0 3.1
c-23 0.77 ± 0.21 78.7 ± 16.8 94.7 ± 27.5 7.6 4.1
c-29 0.30 ± 0.08 99.5 ± 2.4 17.6 ± 4.4 16.2 3.1
c-30 0.60 ± 0.17 118.6 ± 8.2 49.9 ± 19.6 11.3 3.9
c-31 0.92 ± 0.21 152.7 ± 11.0 95.0 ± 23.8 9.1 4.0
c-32 1.10 ± 0.28 112.2 ± 15.5 129.0 ± 40.9 8.0 4.2
c-33 0.66 ± 0.15 149.4 ± 4.6 41.8 ± 10.6 14.9 4.1
c-34 1.20 ± 0.22 122.5 ± 9.5 102.4 ± 20.8 11.0 4.0
c-36 0.63 ± 0.18 122.4 ± 14.6 91.4 ± 27.4 6.5 3.6
c-45 0.22 ± 0.07 152.1 ± 3.4 19.6 ± 6.1 10.5 2.8
c-46 0.67 ± 0.18 77.7 ± 16.3 112.6 ± 27.2 5.6 3.4
c-47 0.95 ± 0.16 95.5 ± 12.5 148.8 ± 27.5 6.0 1.7
c-49 0.92 ± 0.25 65.9 ± 21.7 148.1 ± 39.4 5.8 3.9
c-50 0.28 ± 0.07 107.6 ± 3.5 26.5 ± 8.6 9.8 2.5
c-55 0.23 ± 0.06 127.5 ± 2.5 18.1 ± 4.8 11.9 2.6
c-63 0.64 ± 0.14 61.0 ± 7.8 71.2 ± 17.8 8.4 3.1
Other 0.29 ± 0.06 89.7 ± 26.2 236.1 ± 48.4 1.2 0.7

Notes. aSame as shown in Fig. 3. The line in last row is obtained by averaging
the other 40 spectra with non-detections.
bIntegrated intensity, ICO = ∫

Tmb dv.
cCentroid velocity, corrected for M31’s systemic velocity.
dThe FWHM of the line.

3.2 Line characteristics and line ratios

In this section, we describe the line characteristics in the various
fields/regions as outlined in Fig. 1, with a special emphasis on line
ratios. Line ratios play an important role in determining the kinetic
temperature and density of molecular clouds. However, since there
were no robust detections of CO(1–0) emission in the M31 centre,
the ratios have been inspected only in several positions (MC11).
With our CO(3–2) observations and the CO(2–1) and CO(1–0)
observations from MC11, MC13, and Nieten et al. (2006), the line
ratios can be systematically analysed for the first time in this region.
According to the results of the IRAM 30-m extragalactic CO line
survey (Leroy et al. 2009), the typical CO(2–1)/CO(1–0) line ratio
(hereafter R21) of 18 nearby galaxies is ∼0.8 in their discs and rising
to ∼1.3 in their centres. Similarly, MC11 found that this ratio in two
positions (M31A and M31D) of the nuclear spiral is about unity,
whereas Nieten et al. (2006) found an average R21 ∼ 0.65 in several
selected regions on the M31 disc. As for the CO(3–2)/CO(1–0) line
ratio, R31, the typical values are found to be 0.4–0.5 in the disc of
the Milky Way (Sanders et al. 1993; Oka et al. 2007), and similar
values in normal spiral galaxies, such as NGC 4254 and NGC 4321
(Wilson et al. 2009), M51 (Vlahakis et al. 2013), and NGC 628
(Muraoka et al. 2016). Wilson et al. (2012) reported a mean R31 of
0.18 ± 0.02 for 11 nearby galaxies of the JCMT Nearby Galaxies
Legacy Survey, and they also obtained a mean CO(3–2)/CO(2–1)
line ratio of 0.36 ± 0.04 for nine galaxies in this survey. Moreover,

Leech et al. (2010) found an average R31 of 0.47 in a survey of
merging sequence of luminous infrared galaxies. Comparing these
ratios with that of the M31 circumnuclear region could provide us
with a deeper insight on the physical conditions of the molecular
gas therein.

3.2.1 M31-C and M31-1a

We produced an 8 × 8 gridded spectra map of M31-C with a grid
size of 15 arcsec, as shown in Fig. 3. The typical rms in these spectra
is ∼3.5 mK in 13.5 km s−1 channels. As shown in this figure, 24
out of 64 positions have CO(3–2) signals greater than 3σ . Among
them, a blueshifted line is found at positions c-5, c-6, c-8, and c-14,
while all other lines are redshifted. We note that positions c-14 and
c-19 exhibit double components, with a velocity separation of ∼220
and ∼70 km s−1, respectively. A number of other positions, though
well fitted by a single Gaussian, exhibit a substantial linewidth
(�50 km s−1). This suggests that we have integrated the emission
from different gas components projected within the same position.
We note that the relatively broad CO linewidths are compatible
with those of the ionized gas in the nuclear spiral, which has a mean
value of ∼90 km s−1 under a much finer spatial resolution (Opitsch
et al. 2018). The characteristics of the detected CO(3–2) lines are
summarized in Table 2. We have also averaged the spectra of the
other 40 positions; a broad component appeared in the averaged
spectrum with an estimated intensity of 0.29 ± 0.06 K km s−1.
The CO(1–0) data (Nieten et al. 2006), on the other hand, show no
significant signals across the M31-C field; we derived a 3σ upper
limit of 2.7 K km s−1 based on the baseline rms of the averaged
CO(1–0) spectrum.

As shown in Fig. 1, the M31-1a field studied by MC13 is entirely
embedded in M31-C, permitting a comparison of the CO(2–1)
and CO(3–2) lines. Fig. 4 is a comparison of CO(3–2) (shown
in black) and CO(2–1) (red) spectra in the M31-1a field with
a common velocity resolution of 13 km s−1. Since the CO(2–
1) data were observed in Wobbler-switching mode and cannot
be applied for spatial convolution, we instead regrid our CO(3–
2) spectra to match the resolution of 12 arcsec of the CO(2–
1) data. Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of CO(3–2) lines
in the M31-1a field, along with the CO(2–1) intensities and the
line ratios, R32 ≡ ICO(3–2)/ICO(2–1). We caution that considering
the difference in the resolutions (15 arcsec versus 12 arcsec)
and the corresponding beam smearing effect, these ratios can be
underestimated by up to a factor of (15/12)2 ≈ 1.56. By averaging
the line intensities listed in Table 3, we derived a mean intensity
of 0.48 ± 0.03 K km s−1 for CO(3–2) and 0.52 ± 0.03 K km s−1

for CO(2–1), which lead to an average R32 = 0.92 ± 0.08. This
exercise has the caveat of neglecting the velocity difference in the
two lines. Therefore, we also estimated the average line ratio by
using only the four positions with good agreements in both line
centroid and linewidth (reported in italic in Table 3), which results in
R32 = 0.77 ± 0.27.

3.2.2 Other regions

The CO(3–2) and CO(1–0) gridded spectra of the M31-SE field are
shown in Fig. 5. Significant CO(3–2) emission is detected in all
11 positions (the other five positions are outside the CO(3–2) field
of view). It can be seen that the two lines are well correlated with
each other, exhibiting similar line centroids at most positions. We
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Figure 4. Gridded spectra of the M31-1a field, with CO(3–2) in black and CO(2–1) in red. The grid size is 12 arcsec, same as the beam size of the original
CO(2–1) spectra. The M31 centre is at the coordinate origin of this map. The blue lines show the fitted Gaussian plus the horizontal baseline. The vertical
dotted lines mark the CO(2–1) line centroids of the CO(2–1) reported by MC13.

obtained the total line intensities of the 11 positions by averaging the
relevant spectra and fitting a single Gaussian, an exercise justified by
the coherent line-of-sight velocities at these positions. This results
in 2.14 ± 0.22 K km s−1 for CO(3–2) and 2.38 ± 0.22 K km s−1 for
CO(1–0), and thus an average R31 = 0.90 ± 0.14. This again points
to a systematically higher line ratio in the circumnuclear region
than in the disc, which has a mean value of ∼0.4–0.5 as mentioned
above.

For M31A and M31D, integrated intensities of CO(2–1) and
CO(1–0) have been quoted from MC11. We found that the two line
ratios, R31 and R32, are ∼0.3 in both M31A and M31D, which
are relatively low compared to the cases of M31-1a and M31-
SE. A possible interpretation is that the molecular gas in M31A
and M31D is actually located significantly further away from the
M31 centre, given their projected positions close to the minor
axis.

The line intensities and line ratios discussed in the above are
summarized in Table 4.

4 SUMMARY AND DI SCUSSI ON

We have conducted the first sensitive survey of CO(3–2) emission
lines within the central few hundred parsecs of M31. Our main
results include the following.

(i) CO(3–2) lines are detected primarily along the nuclear spiral.
The line-of-sight velocity and velocity dispersion of the molecular
gas are in rough agreement with those of the ionized gas measured
in the optical band.

(ii) In various positions, the CO(3–2) lines are found associated
with either CO(2–1) or CO(1–0) lines detected in previous work.
The estimated line ratios, R32 and R31, are close to unity and are
significantly higher than the typical values found in the disc of
normal spiral galaxies.

To constrain the physical conditions of the molecular gas with
the high line ratios, we carry out radiation transfer calculations of
the line ratios using the RADEX code (van der Tak et al. 2007),
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Table 3. Characteristics of CO(3–2) and CO(2–1) lines of the M31-1a field.

Grida ICO(3–2) V0 VFWHM Tpeak rms ICO(2−1)
b �V

c R32
d

(K km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (mK) (mK) (K km s−1) (km s−1)

1a-4 0.33 ± 0.11 255.5 ± 3.3 20.0 ± 7.3 15.5 4.3 (0.34) – –
1a-5 0.18 ± 0.06 137.9 ± 4.3 13.0 ± 7.7 13.4 4.3 0.51 ± 0.12 136.2 ± 5.9 0.35 ± 0.14
1a-6 0.29 ± 0.09 167.8 ± 5.2 33.2 ± 11.1 8.2 2.9 (0.60) – –
1a-8 0.46 ± 0.12 234.0 ± 3.6 26.0 ± 7.5 16.4 3.9 (0.44) – –
1a-15 0.46 ± 0.15 53.7 ± 3.6 24.2 ± 10.3 17.8 4.9 0.60 ± 0.08 27.5 ± 10.3 0.77 ± 0.27
1a-17 0.25 ± 0.07 145.7 ± 5.4 13.6 ± 69.7 17.0 3.4 0.76 ± 0.13 16.9 ± 6.7 0.33 ± 0.11

0.26 ± 0.08 121.6 ± 6.7 0.96 ± 0.40
1a-18 0.38 ± 0.11 320.0 ± 3.1 19.8 ± 5.4 18.2 4.5 0.35 ± 0.09 375.0 ± 5.1 1.09 ± 0.42
1a-19 0.53 ± 0.17 295.4 ± 3.9 27.9 ± 12.4 17.9 4.9 0.13 ± 0.05 336.8 ± 5.6 4.08 ± 2.04
1a-21 0.77 ± 0.13 67.8 ± 4.8 51.1 ± 8.8 14.2 3.5 0.50 ± 0.13 8.2 ± 8.4 1.54 ± 0.48
1a-22 0.68 ± 0.21 51.4 ± 15.9 89.7 ± 27.4 7.1 4.5 0.20 ± 0.07 181.5 ± 16.4 3.40 ± 1.59
1a-23 0.62 ± 0.20 110.8 ± 14.2 81.7 ± 24.6 7.1 4.5 0.34 ± 0.09 201.2 ± 14.8 1.82 ± 0.76
1a-24 0.42 ± 0.12 226.8 ± 7.7 47.2 ± 14.6 8.3 3.2 0.33 ± 0.09 183.4 ± 9.2 1.27 ± 0.50
1a-28 0.45 ± 0.07 130.6 ± 0.8 13.0 ± 33.1 32.8 3.7 0.36 ± 0.08 21.5 ± 1.3 1.25 ± 0.34
1a-29 0.43 ± 0.11 127.0 ± 6.5 40.4 ± 11.0 9.9 3.5 (0.76) – –
1a-32 0.54 ± 0.13 241.7 ± 3.6 29.5 ± 8.0 17.3 4.6 (0.50) – –
1a-35 0.88 ± 0.22 139.4 ± 9.9 79.1 ± 25.3 10.4 4.3 0.15 ± 0.05 0.3 ± 10.4 5.87 ± 2.45
1a-36 0.42 ± 0.11 71.6 ± 3.3 22.0 ± 5.6 18.1 4.5 0.43 ± 0.10 87.2 ± 4.3 0.98 ± 0.34

0.94 ± 0.16 75.6 ± 5.7 0.45 ± 0.14
1a-26 (0.59) – – – – 0.48 ± 0.14 – –
1a-26 (0.70) – – – – 0.45 ± 0.16 – –

Notes. aSame as shown in Fig. 4. The last two rows list the two CO(2–1) lines with no corresponding CO(3–2) detections (3σ upper limits of the CO(3–2)
intensity given in parenthesises).
bThe integrated intensity of CO(2–1). 3σ upper limits are given in parenthesises for the positions of non-detection.
cThe velocity separation of the two lines.
dThe intensity ratio, ICO(3–2)/ICO(2–1). The four values adopted to calculate the mean line ratio are in italic.

Figure 5. Gridded spectra of the M31-SE field. Green for CO(1–0) and
black for CO(3–2). The M31 centre is at the coordinate origin of this map.
The five positions in the lower left-hand corner has no CO(3–2) data due
to the limited field of view. Both are convolved to a spatial resolution of
23 arcsec and smoothed to a velocity resolution of 13 km s−1.

which adopts the large velocity gradient (LVG) approximation (e.g.
Scoville & Solomon 1974). We assume a typical CO abundance
ratio nCO/nH2 = 10−4 (Bolatto, Wolfire & Leroy 2013), a velocity
gradient (dV/dR) of 5 km s−1 pc−1 and a typical linewidth �V of

50 km s−1 for the LVG model. The calculations span kinetic temper-
ature Tk = 10–100 K, molecular hydrogen density n(H2) = 102.5–
104.5 cm−3, and column density N(H2) = 1020–1021 cm−2 (MC13;
Dong et al. 2016). We present in Fig. 6 the LVG results at two fixed
values of N(H2): 1020 cm−2 (upper panel) and 1021 cm−2 (lower
panel). The variation in the line ratios as a function of Tk and n(H2)
behaves similarly in the two cases. To reproduce the observed R32

(∼0.8), it requires Tk � 30 K and n(H2) � 4 × 103 cm−3; the
conditions for the observed R31 (∼0.90) are similar: Tk � 20 K and
n(H2) � 2 × 103 cm−3.

High integrated CO line intensity ratios are plausible in the
circumnuclear region, which was discussed by Oka et al. (2012)
in the case of the Galactic Centre. They found a typical CO(3–
2)/CO(1–0) ratio of ∼0.7 in the so-called Central Molecular Zone
(as high as �1.5 at some positions), as compared to the typical ratio
of ∼0.4 in the Galactic disc. This is comparable to R31 ∼ 0.90 found
in the M31-SE field. Oka et al. (2012) applied the LVG model to
fit the overall intensities and line ratios, obtaining a best fit with
n(H2) ≈ 103.5 cm−3 and Tk ≈ 40 K, which is also comparable to
our results. Oka et al. (2012) interpreted the high intensity ratios
as due to molecular gas shocked heated by supernovae and/or
winds from massive stars in the Galactic Centre. Similarly, Ao
et al. (2013) derived gas kinetic temperatures of ∼50–100 K for
dense molecular clouds in the Galactic Centre. They suggested that
the high temperatures were caused by turbulent energy dissipation
and/or cosmic rays instead of photons. These scenarios are most
likely also relevant to the circumnuclear region of M31, in view of
the current absence of either an active galactic nucleus (AGN) or
massive stars (Li et al. 2009). We defer a more quantitative study of
the gas excitation in the nuclear spiral to future work.

Finally, we provide an estimate to the total molecular gas mass
in the M31-C field, i.e. the central ∼450 × 450 pc2 region. To
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Table 4. Intensity ratios in various regions.

Regiona ICO(3–2) ICO(2–1) ICO(1–0) R31
b R32

c

M31A 0.22 ± 0.05 0.88 ± 0.06 0.75 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.23 0.25 ± 0.24
M31D 0.88 ± 0.13 3.45 ± 0.16 3.43 ± 0.10 0.26 ± 0.15 0.26 ± 0.15
M31-SE 2.14 ± 0.22 – 2.38 ± 0.22 0.90 ± 0.13 –
M31-1a 0.48 ± 0.03 0.52 ± 0.03 <2.7 – 0.92 ± 0.08

Notes. aThe regions as shown in Fig. 1. All intensities, in units of K km s−1, are measured at the same resolution
(24 arcsec), except for the CO(3–2) and CO(2–1) intensities of the M31-1a field, which are at their original resolution
of 15 and 12 arcsec, respectively.
bThe intensity ratio of CO(3–2)/CO(1–0).
cThe intensity ratio of CO(3–2)/CO(2–1).

Figure 6. Predicted intensity ratios as a function of the kinetic temperature
and molecular hydrogen density. The upper and lower panels assume a
column density of N(H2) = 1020 and 1021 cm−2, respectively. The solid and
dashed contours represent ratios of CO(3–2)/CO(1–0) and CO(3–2)/CO(2–
1), respectively.

do so, we assume that R31 ≈ 0.9 as derived from M31-SE also
applies for the central field, and adopt a canonical scaling factor
XCO = NH2/ICO(1−0) = 2 × 1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1 (Strong et al.
1988; Dame, Hartmann & Thaddeus 2001). Thus we derive a molec-
ular gas mass ∼3.7 × 105 M� by adding the 24 detections listed
in Table 2 and also accounting for the signal from stacking the 40
positions with non-detections. This is to be contrasted with the mass
of a few 107 M� in the Central Molecular Zone, which occupies
a similar physical region in the Galactic Centre. We also estimate
the molecular gas-to-dust mass ratio in the circumnuclear region,
assisted with the dust surface density (�dust) map from Groves
et al. (2012) as shown in Fig. 1. For the M31-SE field, we directly
apply the measured CO(1–0) intensities and the aforementioned XCO

factor to determine the surface mass density of molecular hydrogen

(�H2 ). The ratio �H2/�dust ranges from ∼25–125, with a mean
value of 39.8 ± 8.0. This is to be contrasted with the gas-to-dust
mass of 38.5 ± 5.9 for the central kpc of M31 obtained by Draine
et al. (2014), which was based on essentially the same CO(1–0) and
dust maps as used here, but also on the H I 21 cm image of Braun
et al. (2009). We further determine the mean molecular gas-to-dust
mass ratio in the M31-C field, with the additional assumption of
R31 = 0.9. This results in �H2/�dust = 28.2 ± 1.2. It is noteworthy
that in the central region, the fraction of atomic-to-total gas �H I/�gas

is approximately 20–40 per cent according to Nieten et al. (2006,
fig. 11 therein), hence the total gas-to-dust ratio may be close to 50.
We may also be overestimating �H2 , since Leroy et al. (2011) find
that XCO in the inner 2 kpc of M31 is lower by about a factor of 2. In
any case, the gas-to-dust ratio in the central kpc is significantly
smaller than the canonical value of 100 and also smaller than
that of the M31 disc (∼100 at 10 kpc; Draine et al. 2014), which
might be understood as an increasing metallicity toward the center
of M31, as claimed by Giannetti et al. (2017) in the case of the
Milky Way.
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APPENDI X: ADDI TI ONA L DATA
I N F O R M AT I O N

Additional data information is given here. Fig. A1 shows a map of
the baseline rms of the entire field of view, overlaid with CO(3–2)
and CO(1–0) intensity contours. Fig. A2 shows gridded spectra of
the central 2 × 2 arcmin2 region in the original half-beam, which
can be used as a reference to the identification of the lines in this
region.

Figure A1. The rms noise of the entire field, overlaid with the CO(3–2)
(white) and CO(1–0) (red) contours same as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure A2. The half-beam gridded spectra of the M31-C field. The velocity range of each grid is from −400 to 350 km s−1, with a velocity resolution of
13.5 km s−1, same as in Fig. 3. Tmb ranges from −0.01 to 0.03 K. The numbers refer to the grids as shown in Fig. 3.
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